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For the developed hybrid recurrent signal processor, at a 
stage of approbation of architectural concepts and diagram 
implementation with programmed logic, the composition is 
revealed and the comparative analysis of system debugging 
instruments of a development environment of Quartus II is 
carried out. The powerful instruments of verification which are a 
part of this development environment, allow as reducing time of 
obtaining the ready project, and especially reducing expenses. On 
the basis of the comparative analysis and according to the 
selected criteria the composition of debugging tools of the 
recurrent calculator is defined. The optimum structure of 
hardware of debugging recurrent signal processor is offered. The 
most convenient tools using in system debugging of Quartus II 
development environment are defined. They allow for significant 
simplification of project verification process on the basis of the 
diagram with programmed logic in a real hardware surrounding. 
Debug means supporting an effective process of joint debugging 
hardware and software taking into account means of system 
debugging of a development environment of Quartus II are 
offered and implemented in the hybrid recurrent signal processor. 

As a result, additional debugging resources were realized in 
hybrid recurrent signal processor such as mirror memory, step 
counter, register's contents memory, virtual keys, virtual 
indicators, and debug events handler. In aggregate with the built-
in means of system debugging of Quartus II, they appeared to be 
enough for supporting an effective process of joint debugging 
hardware and software. According to chosen criteria of 
debugging, external additional equipment wasn't used. An 
assumption was proved that using compromise option (a 
combination of the built-in tools and additionally designed unique 
debugging facilities) will allow for optimizing time and financial 
costs of the debugging facilities realization. The principles which 
are the cornerstone of additionally developed debugging tools can 
be used not only for hybrid recurrent signal processor, but also for 
debugging devices within traditional architecture. 

Reference to full text: http://www.mes-
conference.ru/infoMES/index.php?page=vpaper&code=D5
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